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Video in Today’s Enterprise: A Story of Scale
The role of
video in the workplace is changing right before our eyes.
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Video Carves Out a Role in the Enterprise
Video has firmly established itself as a vital tool in the corporate communications toolbox. In today’s
workplace, more individuals are watching online video than ever before, viewers increasingly perceive
the technology as an effective venue for business communications and a growing roster of organizations
are boosting their investments in the technology platforms that power video applications.
It all points to a new reality for video in the enterprise. No longer just a technology championed by highprofile presenters with a flair for producing online events, video has evolved into a democratized
channel for business communications that helps workers at all levels of an organization share their
expertise with large groups of co-workers.
Certainly, online video is reaching more eyeballs in
the workplace than ever before. In a fourth quarter
2019 survey of 2,004 individuals conducted by
Wainhouse, 83% of all respondents say they have
watched online video for business applications. And
the proportion of workers using video extensively continues to grow. In the 2019 survey, 14% of all
survey respondents report viewing more than three hours of business online video weekly, double the
7% of respondents reporting that level of viewership in the prior year.
Whether video is used to enable employee training in virtual classrooms, create reference content from
subject matter experts or help executive presentations reach a broader audience, the technology’s
impact on day-to-day work activities is proliferating. It’s usage that is increasing, in large part, due to the
benefits workers realize from creating and watching online video.
Almost half of all Wainhouse survey respondents describe video as a “very effective” tool for workrelated communications. Those who use online video frequently are even more likely to perceive its
value. Among those watching online video daily, 61%
describe it as a “very effective” business communications
tool. Those who never watch video at work may not
know what they’re missing. Only 22% of those who never
watch online business video describe the technology as a
“very effective” communications venue.
Little wonder then that organizations are putting video to work more extensively than had previously
been the case. Survey results indicate that 34% of organizations now create 50 or more live videos for
business use annually. That’s slightly ahead of the 29% of the 2018 survey audience reporting live video
creation at a similar rate.
In this report, Wainhouse will quantify the extent to which organizations are boosting their budgets to
capitalize on these video trends and explore how those investments are likely to shape on-going
perceptions of video as it becomes even more ubiquitous in the enterprise.
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Quantifying 2020 Budgets for Enterprise Streaming
Corporate investment is substantial – and growing – in the technology solutions needed to create and
distribute online video for business applications.
Even before the proliferation of the Coronavirus crisis in the first quarter of 2020, individuals surveyed
by Wainhouse in its Fourth Quarter 2019 Enterprise Video End-User Survey reported plans to
significantly increase spending on technologies enabling one-to-many video during 2020. Wainhouse
expects the demands of “social distancing” to further boost enterprise interest in video communications
solutions beyond that reflected in the results presented in this report.
The unprecedented nature of the global pandemic, of course, introduces variables that could impact
spending patterns – both positively and negatively – in ways that may take some time to become fully
apparent. Nevertheless, Wainhouse believes that the survey results collected prior to the crisis still offer
insight related to corporate interest in streaming solutions.
As illustrated in Figure 1,
nearly nine-out-of-10
organizations represented in
the Wainhouse survey (89%)
report plans to set aside at
least some budget earmarked
for streaming video. This total
includes a majority of
companies represented in the
survey (51%) that are
expecting to allocate six-figure
budgets for streaming
technology implementations
in 2020.
The spending patterns
illustrate growing corporate
investments in streaming
technologies across the board.
The 51% of organizations that
FIGURE 1: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER SURVEY,
are reporting streaming
FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
budgets of $100,000 or more
in the current Wainhouse survey is far greater than the 40% of respondents reporting similar levels of
spending in the prior year’s survey. These spending gains are apparent at every level of streaming
investment. Among all survey respondents to the current survey, for example, those reporting
streaming budgets of $1 million or more for 2020 totaled 13%, compared to 9% reporting seven-figure
spending the prior year.
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These anticipated budget totals are in
keeping with year-over-year trends in
spending on streaming technologies in
general. Overall, 57% of individuals
responding to the Wainhouse survey said
they expect their organization to spend
more on streaming technologies in 2020. As
illustrated in Figure 2, more than one-third
of all respondents predict that spending on
streaming will increase in 2020 up to 25%
above 2019 spending levels. Almost onequarter of all respondents (23%) project
that year-over-year spending on streaming
will increase by more than 25%.
Actual demand for enterprise streaming
solutions may turn out being event more
FIGURE 2: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER
extensive than is reflected in these survey
SURVEY, FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
results. As a result of the Coronavirus crisis,
more workers who previously had been unfamiliar with video in the workplace have gained experience
using the technology to support remote work activities. Survey results suggest that this type of
experience fosters even more interest in video-enriched communications at work.
Simply put, those who work outside their office frequently develop a greater affinity for using video in
business communications than those who do not. Wainhouse, in its survey, asked respondents to agree
or disagree with the statement that “my organization should do more to capitalize on currently available
technologies.” As illustrated in Figure 3,
those who work outside of the office
most frequently – at least weekly –
reported the highest level of interest in
boosting the use of video for business
communications. Of this group of
“weekly teleworkers,” 53% say they
“strongly agree” that their organization
should be using video more extensively
with another 29% saying they
“somewhat agree” with the statement,
for a total of 82%. In comparison, only a
cumulative 46% of those who never
work outside the office say they agree
with the premise.
FIGURE 3: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER
In the wake of a global crisis that
SURVEY, FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
pushed many individuals to work
remotely for an extended period for the first time, it can be expected that this work-from-home
experience will reshape perceptions for at least some individuals who previously had not seen significant
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value in video communications. The survey results from Figure 3 suggest that - as more workers develop
greater familiarity with business video technologies – many are likely to develop an appetite for using
video capabilities even after their business activity returns to a more normal routine.
At the very least, the quarantine-driven period of remote working has fostered a greater understanding
of the uses for different types of business video solutions. While video-enriched collaboration solutions
from the likes of Cisco Webex and Zoom can support video meetings with a large number of
participants, the services are designed from the ground up to enable interaction for a small number of
meeting participants. Hence, as highlighted in Table 1, the highest value from these services results from
their ability to foster real-time exchange of information in a dynamic meeting setting.

TABLE 1: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE
Video streaming platforms, in contrast, are built with the idea of “webcasting” a single message to a
large audience – sometimes made up of hundreds or thousands of viewers. While these streaming
platforms provide viewers an interface to submit questions to presenters, the highest value from these
platforms comes in their ability to effectively present a consistent message to hundreds – or even
thousands - of viewers simultaneously. Streaming solutions also provide on-demand options that allow
organizations to archive content and make it easily searchable for on-demand replay, further expanding
the potential audience for the content.
As more individuals work remotely and come to understand the unique values of each type of video
communications solution, it can be expected that organizations will become more proactive in
implementing the specific type of video platform best suited to address their needs. For some
organizations, this will mean investments in both dedicated video collaboration and video streaming
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solutions – a trend that would further bolster growth in investments for business streaming during the
coming year and beyond.

The Corporate Democratization of Video Becomes Reality
Business video historically has been the domain of the Global 2000. Large multi-national corporations
over the years have been the biggest spenders on online video solutions that support the creation and
distribution of organizational town-hall meetings, employee training and other business
communications events that can garner greater reach – and thus generate a larger impact – when
delivered to a broader audience via video online. In 2020, however, the vision for online video in the
workplace is beginning to expand.
According to Wainhouse survey results, the biggest gains in streaming spending in 2020 is coming from
firms with fewer than 1,000 employees. This represents a fundamental sea-change in the market,
highlighting how online video capabilities are evolving from a tool used only by large organizations with
massive IT budgets into an easy to manage solution delivering valuable communications for a broader
swath of organizations.
When comparing streaming budget totals by company size for 2020 and 2019, all categories of
organizations with fewer than 1,000 employees report plans to boost their budgets by 10% or more.
(Figure 4) While overall spending levels remained higher at firms with 1,000 or more employees, the
rate of year-over-year growth for this class of larger firms remains in the single digits.

FIGURE 4: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER SURVEY, FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
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Year-over-year spending intentions validate the cumulative budget plans highlighted in Figure 4. When
asked to compare plans for streaming spending in 2020 vs. 2019, the highest rates of gain were reported
by executives from firms with between 250 and 1,000 employees. Almost seven-in-10 organizations
from this size category are boosting streaming spending in 2020 with roughly one-third of the category
reporting plans to increase budgets by more than 25% over prior year levels.
At organizations with more than 5,000 employees, in
contrast, 54% reported plans for increased streaming
spending year-over-year with 21% of this group
planning 2020 budgets that are 25% or more above
2019 spending levels on streaming.
A variety of factors are driving this democratization
of video in the enterprise sector. Most notable
among these is the growing availability – and
adoption of – streaming technology solutions implemented on a hosted basis. These cloud-based
offerings make it easier for mid-sized organizations to initiate use of video solutions cost effectively.
As the use of online video broadens, the set of applications for which video is employed continues to
expand, as well. Beyond the employee training and town-hall meeting applications that have become
staples at larger organizations that use streaming platforms, video increasingly is being put to work in
customer support applications, in the distribution of product information and in the sharing of
institutional knowledge between workers. No longer just a venue for extending the reach of live events,
video makes it possible to capture and share information with relevant audiences on an on-demand
basis.
Of course, these transformations have not diminished the extent to which large organizations are
investing in online video capabilities. Even as adoption grows in the mid-tier of the corporate
environment, the presence of large budgets for streaming at large companies can be described as
pervasive. Among companies with more than 2,500 employees, roughly six-in-10 organizations
anticipate streaming budgets of $100,000 or more in 2020. These on-going investments highlight the
deep penetration and widespread implementations of streaming technologies among the largest
organizations in the corporate segment.
Looking beyond company size, the propensity to boost spending on streaming can vary widely by
industry segment. As illustrated in Figure 5, industry verticals such as technology, accounting and
construction are reporting the most rapid acceleration of year-over-year spending totals. More than
80% of technology firms represented in the survey, for instance, plan to increase spending on streaming
in 2020 over prior year levels. More than four-in-10 technology firms (41%) say that their year-over-year
streaming spending will increase by more than 25%.
At the other end of the spectrum are the hospitality and government segments. The cumulative rate of
year-over-year budget increases are about half of that reported from the technology vertical. Among
government respondents, for instance, only a cumulative 40% report plans to boost streaming spending
year-over-year in 2020 with only 14% from this category anticipating spending increases exceeding 25%.
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FIGURE 5: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER SURVEY, FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004

Building a Video Ecosystem
More often than not, the best predictor of future investment in streaming video capabilities is how an
organization has spent on video in the past. In general, survey results provide no indication that
enterprises are reaching saturation levels in terms of their spending on video solutions. Rather, those
organizations that have large budgets for implementing online video capabilities show the greatest
inclination for “doubling down” on their investments in this technology category to further enhance
their video capabilities.
As illustrated in Figure 6, a cumulative 77% of those organizations anticipating spending more than
$100,000 on streaming implementation in 2020 say that their budgets represent an increase in spending
from the prior year. Among this group with six-figure streaming budgets, 34% say that their year-overyear spending will increase by 25% or more. Another 43% report budgets increasing in 2020 at rates up
to 25% higher than prior year levels.
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At companies with anticipated
streaming budgets of less than
$10,000, in contrast, a
cumulative 23% say their
spending represents an increase
from 2019 spending totals. As
the level of investment
increases, seemingly, spending
on video technologies appears
to beget even more spending.
Indeed, these investment
patterns extend beyond the
implementation of streaming
video solutions and apparently
encompass all forms of video
FIGURE 6: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER SURVEY,
communications technologies
FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
used in the enterprise. Survey
results illustrate that the more an organization spends on streaming capabilities, the more likely it is to
have significant implementation of other video collaboration and meeting solutions, as well. For many of
these organizations, streaming technologies essentially serve as a piece of a larger tapestry of video
communications capabilities used on a day-by-day basis.
Consider, for instance, the breakdown of survey results segmented by the extent to which an
organization has implemented video conference solutions. These segmentations provide further
validation of two themes explored earlier in this paper. First, the more an organization commits to other
forms of enterprise video, the more
likely it is to invest in streaming
solutions. As illustrated in Figure 7,
55% of organizations that have
implemented video conferencing in
five or more meeting rooms say
they spend at least $100,000
annually on implementing
streaming technologies. Among
companies with no video
conferencing in meeting rooms,
only 26% have 2020 streaming
budgets exceeding $100,000.
Second, stated intentions for
boosting spending also validate the
pattern of increased streaming
spending among organizations that
also invest in video conferencing
capabilities. At organizations

FIGURE 7: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER SURVEY,
FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
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without any video-equipped conferencing rooms, only 27% reported plans to boost streaming spending
in 2020. Among those with five or more conference rooms, 58% report plans for year-over-year
increases in their budgets for streaming implementation.

Streaming Adoption Translates into Enterprise Video Usage
Wainhouse survey results demonstrate that the organizations spending significantly on streaming video
deployments usually wind up using the solutions in which they invest. This is not some technology that is
implemented by enterprises only to be left as forgotten and unused in a dusty corner. As illustrated in
Figure 8, companies with the largest budgets for streaming implementation use streaming video far
more often than those with only marginal investments in streaming platforms.
Among those spending $100,000 or more on streaming in 2020, a combined 49% say they use live online
video for 50 or more events annually – a pace just about equivalent to using the technology at least
weekly. Among this high-spending group, more than one-quarter (26%) say that they use live video
more than 100 times per year.

FIGURE 8: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER SURVEY, FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
Implementation rates tend to drop in concert with the size of streaming budgets. Less than one-quarter
of those organizations with a streaming budget of between $10,000 and $49,000 use live streaming at a
weekly pace. Likewise, among those with streaming budgets of less than $10,000 for 2020, only 11%
report usage of video at the weekly rate of producing 50 or more events annually.
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Taken together, the results suggest a strong correlation between investment and usage. While the data
does not necessarily prove that large investments actually drive greater streaming adoption, it does
illustrate that online video does deliver a bang for the buck for those that do invest in these
technologies.

FIGURE 9: SOURCE: WAINHOUSE ENTERPRISE VIDEO END-USER SURVEY, FOURTH QUARTER 2019, N= 2,004
Certainly, employees who work for organizations that spend significantly on streaming technologies
have positive perceptions of the technology. In fact, the more an organization spends on streaming, the
more likely its workers are likely to perceive video as an effective tool for communicating work related
information.
As illustrated in Figure 9, 87% of those working at organizations spending $100,000 or more on
streaming technologies annually describe video as an effective tool for business communications.
Among this group, 56% describe video as “very effective.” Among those at organizations spending
nothing on streaming, only a cumulative 40% describe video as an effective communications tool with
just 18% rising to the “very effective” categorization.
The tipping point for positive perceptions of video’s
effectiveness appears to fall between respondents
working at companies spending less than $10,000
annually on streaming and those at companies
investing more than that amount. At companies with
annual streaming budgets of between $10,000 and
$49,000, 50% of respondents describe video as a
“very effective” communications tool. That response level drops to 33% among those at organizations
spending less than $10,000 annually on streaming implementations.
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Looking Ahead
Even in an uncertain world climate, the future of video as a valued business communications tool is
assured. Heading into 2020, the majority of organizations represented in the Wainhouse survey had
envisioned expanding their investment in streaming technologies. And world events in the first quarter
of 2020 merely serve to underscore the need for businesses to invest even more in video solutions that
enable executives to disseminate information to a large, dispersed workforce in an engaging manner.
Those companies that invest significantly in these video capabilities tend use it extensively and their
employees are highly likely to perceive it as very effective in improving business communications.
Positive perceptions of video’s role in doing business likely will be enhanced as a large swath of business
users develop a greater familiarity with streaming solutions during an extended period in which they
work primarily from home.
Corporate investment in additional enterprise video solutions is poised for continued expansion beyond
the 2020 timeframe referenced in Wainhouse survey results. An emerging class of machine intelligence
technologies are now being integrated with today’s leading edge streaming platforms, setting the stage
for fresh applications of business video as a tool for archiving and accessing a whole range of business
information that previously had gone untapped.
Machine intelligence, for instance, makes it possible
to automate the transcription of video content into
digital text. This so-called “speech-to-text” capability
opens the door to a whole range of potential
applications, including the development of
automated closed captioning of videos and the
enhanced searchability of content archives. These
are features of great interest to those at organizations already investing in video extensively. Among
those working at companies spending $100,000 or more on streaming solutions annually, 65% say they
agree with the statement that “my organization would pay a premium for speech-to-text solutions that
make it easier to search for video content.”
Given the multiple factors driving increased end-user interest in video-enriched communications
capabilities, Wainhouse anticipates that information technology managers will be facing more pressure
than ever before to implement reliable video solutions that can scale to meet the growing
communications needs of an evolving workforce.
Now is the time for corporate leaders to take a closer look at their organization’s long-term strategy for
infusing video into business communications and identifying ways that streaming implementations can
help to build competitive advantage. Wainhouse recommends that information technology executives
at companies of all sizes continue to educate themselves about the types of video solutions suitable for
their organizations. This effort will help in keeping pace with anticipated end-user demand for using
video more extensively in day-to-day business activities.
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